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UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF:
Monday, 08 April 2019

DISTAL RADIUS FRACTURE (DRF) | 09.00 – 10.40

DRF Involving Palmar/Dorsal Ulnar Corner | Leixnering
Patterns of Radiocarpal Fracture Dislocation | Schmidle
My Experience with the Hook Plate | Lauri
Indication for Double Plating | Prommersberger
AS in DRF – First Results of Prospective Study | Gabl
Conservative Treatment DRF | Kastenberger

Case Discussion

Coffee Break | 10.40 – 11.10

DISTAL RADIUS FRACTURE (DRF) | 11.10 – 14.20

First Results of Primary Arthroplasty in the Elderly | Gabl
Galeazzi Type DRF | Arora
Smith Type DRF failures – is it Loss of Reduction or Malreduction? | Kebrle
Bony and Soft Tissue TFCC Injuries in Acute DRFs | Nakamura
Diagnosis of SL Injuries in Acute DRF | Messina
Long-term results of SL Reconstruction | Nienstedt
Non Treated Grade 3 SL Ligament Injuries | Arora

Case Discussion

Lunch Break | 13.00 – 14.00

Surgical Sympathectomy in CRPS Treatment | Golubev
Monday, 08 April 2019

DRU-JOINT AND TFCC-DISORDERS | 14.20 – 16.00

Anatomy and Histology TFCC | Kaiser  
Patho Kinematic TFCC after DRF | Hintringer  
Rupture Patterns – My Preferrred Suture in TFCC Disorders | Tünnerhoff  
TFCC Lesions in Sports | Luchetti  
Extensor Carpi Ulnaris Disorders | Nakamura  
Proximal TFCC Lesions | Atzei

Case Discussion

Coffee Break | 16.00 – 16.30

SALVAGE PROCEDURES | 16.30 – 17.40

Biomechanics in Salvage Procedures | Hintringer  
Four Corner Fusion | Angermann  
Proximal Row Carpectomy | Stockinger

Case Discussion

End of 1st day | 17.40
Tuesday, 09 April 2019

**SALVAGE PROCEDURES** | 08.00 – 09.10

Extra Compartmental Approach PRC | Gabl
Wrist Fusion with PRC Procedure | Kebrle
RSL Fusion after Failed Fixation of DRF | Pezzei

Case Discussion

**CARPAL DISORDERS** | 09.10 – 10.50

Wrist Joint Kinematics Detection from 4D-CT Scans | Streekstra
3D Kinematics Wrist | Leu
4D CT Wrist Imaging | de Roo
Mid Carpal Instability | Atzei
Instability with Wrist Ganglion | Tünnenhoff
Spiral Therapy in the Wrist | Leu

Case Discussion

Coffee Break | 10.50 – 11.20

**OSTEOPATHITIS** | 11.20 – 15.00

Changes in RA Wrist Surgery in the Era of Biologics | Borisch
STT Osteoarthritis: My Preferred Treatment Options | Atzei
Treatment of Pisotriquetral OA with Pyrocarbon Implant | Bellemere
Treatment of STT Osteoarthritis with Pyrocarbon Implant | Bellemere
Treatment of the Wrist in CPPD | Borisch

Case Discussion

Lunch Break | 12.50 – 14.00

Workshop Spiral Therapy | Leu

**End of 2nd day** | 15.00
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